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168 of 179 people found the following review helpful. Ann has changed the
course of American History! And you should thank her.By NNNI'm so glad I
didn't read this book before the election. As as black conservative, I was
infuriated by Bush after I voted for him in my first presidential election at 21.
4years later I was an independent. I wanted no parts of anyone. This book
explains why. Colorado too has been infiltrated with mass illegal and legal
migration from poor countries. The last straw was while tutoring, I asked the
school system where were funds for more resources. We were promptly told they
were in ESL classes for the thousands of anchor babies and illegal students. I
was angry, but this book infuriated me. The only thing that kept me from
absolutely having as breakdown is the fact that Trump won. From the child rape
of Hmong and Mexicans, the trash of the southern border and the welfare state
created by or government; it must be fixed......Ann you will go down in history
as the woman who helped change the course of . America. To all you who read
this when it first came out, I don't know how you handled this knowledge and
didn't lose it while watching A Clinton ask to open the food gates.Thank you,
America for choosing correctly!118 of 129 people found the following review
helpful. Everyone should read this, regardless of which side you're on.By
mka33Angry, funny, tons of information. Slow read if you want to check all the
footnotes, which are provided so that liberals can "fact check" her and not cry
"conspiracy theory". There's a lot more here than I expected. Brings to light
some of the problems of legal immigration, not just illegal immigration. It also
brings to light the very real problem of the media telling us what they want us to
know, instead of reporting news as facts. If everyone knew the truth about how
damaging the recent wave of immigration is to our economy and our society,
there would be a lot more outrage. Very informative. And scary. The biggest
problem is, the people who should be reading this book, aren't. The left, those
who support open borders, whose lives have not been affected by illegal
immigration, who think that illegal immigration is "an act of love", have not
seen not only the numbers in ratio of crimes, but the brutality of those crimes;
and those who think that "diversity is a strength", either not knowing, or not
believing, that rape, child rape, child sexual slavery, and incest are all
acceptable parts of the "customs" of these third-world immigrants, won't read
this, because they refuse to accept the truth. Sorry if the truth isn't all rainbows
and unicorns. This should be required reading.55 of 60 people found the
following review helpful. Love the Truth but hate the factsBy Cabin
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